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Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore--these names make one yearn for a distant, fascinatingly different

culinary world. Without doubt, the Asian cuisine is centered around rice, which in its purity seems

almost ascetic. On the other hand, the dishes that are served alongside the rice are characterized

by a beguiling variety and are very often artistically refined. Soy and tofu, herbs and spices, fruits,

coconut, bean sprouts, manioc, yam, and sweet potato are just some of the ingredients used in

Southeast Asian cuisine
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The Southeast Asia volume in the Culinaria series is as terrific as all the others. Not just recipes, but

really the story of the tradition, the production of the ingredients, and the preparation of national

dishes. My favorite is the Hungary volume, but each one is fascinating on its own. Many other

cookbooks have marvelous photographs, but in this series they show food as experienced by the

people of the country. Some ingredients come from just a single place, and how they are made is

explained in very charming style. If you love cooking because of its traditional and cultural

significance, these can't be beat. The buyer should be aware that the countries covered are limited

to Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia -- and do not include Thailand or Vietnam.

Sadly this line of cooks books is mostly out of print. I recommend starting with the ones they

reprinted a few years back but all of them are very well written and laid out. I have been cooking



professionally for over ten years and often when reading these books I learn how ingredients got

there start or other interesting facts. The photography is gorgeous in this book especially, I love the

Chinese New year photos!

Great book with lots of information about the cuisines of Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia. The

recipes I've followed so far tastes good and quite authentic.I would have given it 5 stars if the print

quality of the photos was better.

Great item, very happy

I have been a long fans of the culinaria series, but I have to say Culinaria SE Asia is a letdown.The

book is full of fantastic photos--a signature of the culinaria series.However, the book overemphasize

Singaporean cuisine, most likely due to the author being a Singaporean. To make things worse, the

Chinese cuisine is overly represented (~70%) in the Singapore section. As someone having stayed

in Singapore and surrounding region for quite some time, I can assure you that Singaporean cuisine

has more Malay and Indian influence than the book has conveyed. Some regional cuisine is also

missing. For example, Laksa--a dish uniquely Singaporean/Malaysian that is on the list of 50 most

delicious food in the world by CNN travel--is completely missing in the book. The regional varieties

of Indonesian cuisine is not covered in detail in the book either.

I love this book. It is a joy to read and has a wide array of dishes from southeast Asia. I also have

Culinaria Germany. Compared to other cookbooks Culinaria Southeast Asia goes above and

beyond in terms of information. Compared to Culinaria Germany it is, I feel, not as thorough. Don't

get me wrong, this is a great book with tons of information, but it is highlighting three countries,

including the fourth largest nation in the world in terms of population (Indonesia). Culinary Germany

is strictly about Germany and it is probably twice as long as this one. Another reviewer mentioned

how this book leaves out Malay Indian cuisine. It does not talk much about the Chinese in Indonesia

either. I guess what I am saying is I wish this book had been as detailed as Culinaria Germany as

the regions it highlights certainly have as much to offer in the way of culture and food as the

different regions in Germany. Having said that however, this cookbook offers more information on

the food and culture of Southeast Asia than any other cookbook I have encountered. Besides that it

is fulled with amazing pictures and that is always a plus for me. I would highly recommend it!



I love this book. I was born and grew up in South East Asia and I found this book covers a pretty

good and authentic representation of the foods in these three countries. I like how this book

provides a lot of pictures and the cultural background of each dish. Even as I grew up with these

food, I didn't know some of the background and history the food and this book explains it all. I

believe you can really get to know a culture from its food.I don't think it is meant as a recipe book (in

a traditional sense), more like an introduction of the food in these regions but there are recipes and

general how-to's, along with the pictures of the spices and the end result. There are a few typos in

the spellings or names of some of the food but in general, it is pretty accurate. The book is a delight

to look at and read (not boring at all). I would highly recommend it for people who wants to get an

intimate peek into these south east asian countries and their cuisines.

Superb explanation with spectacular photos. The only draw back is that it lacks the Indian aspects

of food in Malaysia. The Indian community and it's food forms part of Malaysian culinary and was

totally left out in this book. It talks about the Chinese and Malay though leaving out the other major

ethnic group comprising Malaysia.
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